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TIIVISTELMÄ: Tämän työpaperin tavoitteena on arvioida kestokulutustavaroiden ja ICT:n 
vaikutusta Euroalueen talous- ja tuottavuuskasvuun vuosina 1995–2004, kun kestokulutusta-
varoita käsitellään investointihyödykkeinä. Kestokulutustavaroiden kapitalisoinnilla on vaiku-
tus pääomakannan, tuottavuuden ja talouskasvun tasoihin ja kasvuasteisiin. Kasvutilinpitolas-
kelmamme osoittivat, että kestokulutustavaroiden pääomapalvelut kontribuoivat kymmenyk-
sen talouskasvusta sekä kahdeksasosan työn tuottavuuden muutoksesta vuosina 1995–2004. 
ICT:n vaikutukset olivat suuremmat: viidesosa talouskasvusta sekä kuudesosa työn tuotta-
vuuden kasvusta. 
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1. Introduction 

 
The Member States of the European Union are presently enjoying unprecedented levels of 

economic welfare.2 The impact of both technology and productivity in this far-reaching trans-

formation is by now well documented.3 As the focus of the economy shifted from primary 

production to secondary production and services also family dynamics changed. Extended 

families are no longer predominant; nowadays nuclear families and single person households 

are more common. The availability of technically advanced consumer durable goods enabled 

small family units to cope with household production. Consumer durables have also facili-

tated increasing female labour force participation rates. 

 

We argue that households de facto treat the purchase of durable goods as investments. How-

ever, this is not captured by the economic analysis based on current statistical conventions. 

The present System of National Accounts (SNA93) treats consumer durables as a part of pri-

vate consumption, whereas Dale Jorgenson consistently treats consumer durables as capital 

inputs both on the output and the input sides.4 Charles Hulten recently defined investments as 

such expenditures that are made at the expense of current consumption in order to increase or 

maintain future consumption.5  

 

Without doubt the greatest force impacting economic production as well as everyday life is 

information and communication technology (ICT). Computers, the Internet and mobile 

phones have altered our way of living and doing business for good. Information and commu-

nications technology affects economic growth, both as a component of aggregate output in the 

form of ICT production and as a component of aggregate input in the form of ICT capital ser-

vices.  

 

The purpose of this paper is to estimate the effect of durable goods and ICT on euro area (EA) 

GDP growth and productivity change from 1995 to 2004. In this exercise expenditure on con-

sumer durables is recorded as capital investment. This impacts both the levels and growth 

rates of the capital stock, productivity and GDP. The advantage of this treatment is that it 

                                                 
2   Carreras and Tafunell (2004); Maddison (2007). 
3   E.g. Abramovitz (1956); Kuznets (1966); Easterlin (1996); Mokyr (2005). 
4  E.g. Jorgenson, Ho and Stiroh, (2005). Dale Jorgenson has consistently capitalized consumer durables and included their 
capital services in GDP at least since 1970 (Christensen and Jorgenson, 1970). 
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makes the treatment of consumer durables symmetric6 to that used in the Systems of National 

Accounts to account for owner occupied dwellings.7 As we also account for the effect of ICT 

the true proximate sources of growth are highlighted.  

 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a theoretical background, comparing 

the approach taken in this paper to traditional national accounting techniques. This section 

also summarises the steps which will be taken in the estimation procedure part of the paper. 

Section 3 addresses the question of data availability and presents the estimation procedure for 

different components. Section 4 describes the results of this paper. Finally, Section 5 draws 

some conclusions. 

 

2. Theoretical background 
 
The purpose of this section is to place the theoretical background in perspective. Section 2.1 

discusses the current treatment of durable goods and why durables goods should be capital-

ised. Then, it shows how this new treatment of durable goods and ICT impacts  the observed 

or rather currently measured GDP and its components. Section 2.2 discusses the effect of the 

proposed treatment within the growth accounting approach, including impact on capital stock 

and productivity measures. 

 

2.1. The treatment of durable goods and the impact on GDP 

 
In the case of goods, the SNA distinguishes between those that are durable and those that are 

non-durable. This distinction is not based on physical durability as such, but rather on whether 

the goods are used once only, or whether they are used repeatedly or continuously. A con-

sumer durable good is thus defined as one, which may be used repeatedly or continuously 

over a period of more than a year, assuming a normal or average rate of physical usage.8 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
5   Hulten (2006). 
6   Complete symmetry is not reached since certain products that are consumer durables when used by the household sector 
go in the business sector into intermediate consumption if they do not surpass the investment threshold of EUR 500 at 1995 
prices. This threshold is defined by the ESA95 and it is applied in all the European Union Member States.  
7   Rents for owner occupied households are imputed into GDP; it can be argued that the treatment of durables as capital as-
sets does not conceptually differ from the present treatment of owner occupied dwellings. Investment in housing increases 
future consumption possibilities, because housing investment produces a stream of housing services over time. 
8   SNA93, paragraph 9.38. 
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In practice, the SNA93 measures household consumption only by expenditure and acquisitions. 

Household consumption of durables is treated as “other household consumption”. Thus, it is 

commonly assumed that the consumption of durables does not increase households’ consump-

tion possibilities in the future.9 This means that durable goods are already consumed in the “use 

of disposable income account” and therefore diminish saving. They are definitely not consid-

ered as an investment in the “capital account” (where they would not decrease savings). Addi-

tionally, if they were classified as investments, they would provide a service or an income flow 

to the household and would thus increase GDP. To recognise households’ repeated use of dur-

ables, this article extends the production boundary by postulating that these durables are gradu-

ally used up in hypothetical production processes whose outputs consist of services. These ser-

vices are then recorded as being acquired by households over a succession of time periods.10 

The US Bureau of Economic Analysis already treats consumer durables as fixed assets in their 

capital stock calculations but does not include the services of these durables in GDP. In addi-

tion, Statistics Denmark has also compiled a satellite account for consumer durables (Statistics 

Denmark, 2004). Jorgenson and Landefeld (2006) have also recently recommended that con-

sumer durables should be both treated as assets and their service flows be included in GDP.  

 

The SNA treats expenditure on consumer durables as consumption on the grounds that house-

hold production is outside the scope of GDP.11 This is arguably inconsistent as many durables 

(such as cars or different kinds of machines) do create a future stream of services. In previous 

work we have estimated the effect of capitalising consumer durables on household saving ra-

tios and household disposable income.12 This paper continues that exercise and estimates the 

effect of capitalising durables on GDP and productivity growth. We estimate the effect using 

an identical, systematic method for all the EA as a whole. Equation (1) presents the standard 

GDP equations from the output, income and expenditure approaches points of view. The 

codes in the brackets refer to the codes used in the SNA93 and ESA95. 

 

(1) 

)7()6()32()5()31(
)1()3()2()3/2()1(

)31()21()2()1(
)1(

PIMPPEXPPGPIPC
KCFCDSUBDTAXPRINBNBOSDCE

DSUBPDTAXPICPOP
GBGDP

−+++=
+−++=

−+−=   , 

                                                 
9    See: SNA93, paragraph 9.40. 
10   Ibid. 
11   See also Perozek and Reinsdorf (2002). 
12   Jalava and Kavonius (2007). 
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where OP stands for output, IC for intermediate consumption, TAX for taxes on products, 

SUBP for subsidies on products, CE for compensation of employees, OS for net operating 

surplus (mixed income), TAXPRI for taxes on production and imports, SUB for the respec-

tive subsidies, CFC for consumption of fixed capital, C for private consumption, I for invest-

ment, G for government consumption, EXP for export and IMP for import.  
 

The reclassification of durable goods has an effect on GDP. The reallocation of consumer 

durables to gross fixed capital formation (instead of private consumption) increases output 

(and possibly intermediate consumption), since investment from the output approach point of 

view provides a service flow to production. From the income approach point of view this 

treatment affects two components: operating surplus and consumption of fixed capital. To-

gether these effects are by definition exactly the same size as the service flow effect of the 

output approach. From the expenditure point of view, durable goods should first be re-

classified from private consumption to investment. Second, the value of the service flow has 

to be classified as private consumption. 
 

The interpretation of this treatment of durable goods is that household production is included 

in this alternative measured GDP and productivity. However, it can be argued that then also 

household work should be included in the measured GDP.13 We have not included this aspect 

in this paper and consider that as a possible future work.  
 

2.2. The effect of ICT and durable goods on productivity 

 
The empirical literature applying the growth accounting approach usually sees the productiv-

ity effects of ICT as happening in three stages. Firstly, the industries using ICT undergo posi-

tive labour productivity impacts as they invest in new capital goods. Secondly, there are sig-

nificant improvements in multi-factor productivity (MFP) in the industries producing ICT due 

to rapid technological progress. Thirdly, the industries using ICT experience a boost in multi-

factor productivity growth as they introduce new modes of operation and continually improve 

the technology through phased product and process innovations (such spillovers may result 

from the re-organisation of production that ICT makes possible).14   

                                                 
13   See for instance: Jorgenson and Fraumeni 1989. 
14   In this paper we do not account for such spillovers since there is not yet a standard procedure for the measurement of the 
spillover effect in the literature. David and Wright (1999, 2003) estimated cross-industry regressions for electricity and Basu 
and Fernald (2006) for ICT. Stiroh (2002) and Jalava and Pohjola (2008) used panel data econometrics for ICT. 
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The aggregate production function is expressed in the form of the production possibility fron-

tier as defined by Jorgenson, Ho and Stiroh (2003, 2005): 
 

(2) ))(),(),(),(()())(),(),(( tLtKtKtKFtAtYtYtYY OICTDOICTD =   , 
 

where, at any point in time t, aggregate value added Y consists of the production of durable 

goods DY , ICT goods and services  ICTY  as well as of the production of other goods and ser-

vices OY . These outputs are produced from aggregate inputs consisting of durable goods' 

capital services DK , ICT capital services ICTK , non-ICT capital services KO and labour ser-

vices L. The level of technology or multi-factor productivity is represented in the Hicks neu-

tral or output-augmenting form by parameter A.  
 

If the assumption of constant returns to scale as well as competitive product and factor mar-

kets holds, then growth accounting gives the share weighted growth of outputs as the sum of 

the share weighted inputs and a residual (growth in multi-factor productivity): 
 

(3)  ALvKvKvKv
YwYwYwY

LOOICTICTDD

OOICTICTDD

lnlnlnlnln
lnlnlnln

Δ+Δ+Δ+Δ+Δ=
Δ+Δ+Δ=Δ

 ,  
 

where ∆ refers to a first difference, i.e. )1()( −−≡Δ txtxx . The time index t has been sup-

pressed for the economy of exposition. The weights Dw , ICTw  and  Ow  depict the average 

nominal value-added shares of the production of durable goods, ICT and other production, 

respectively, and they sum to one. The weights Dv , ICTv , Ov  and  Lv  also sum to one and re-

spectively represent the average nominal income shares of durable goods' capital, ICT capital, 

non-ICT capital and labour. All shares are averaged over the periods t and t–1. 
 

To account for the inputs' and the residual's contribution to labour productivity, the number of 

hours worked are denoted by H(t) and labour productivity by Y(t)/H(t). The basic growth ac-

counting equation (3) can be rewritten as:  
 

(4)  AHLvHKv
HKvHKvHY

LOO

ICTICTDD

ln)lnln()lnln(
)lnln()lnln(lnln

Δ+Δ−Δ+Δ−Δ+
Δ−Δ+Δ−Δ=Δ−Δ
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There are five sources of labour productivity growth. The first one is durable goods' capital 

deepening, i.e., the share weighted increase of durable good capital services per hour worked. 

The second source is the share weighted deepening of ICT capital. The third source is the 

share weighted deepening of other capital. The fourth component is the improvement in la-

bour quality which is defined as the difference between the growth rates of labour services 

and hours worked multiplied by labour’s income share. The fifth component is a general ad-

vance in multi-factor productivity which increases labour productivity point for point. 

 

3. Data availability and estimation procedure 
 
The purpose of this section is to summarise which data is used in our computations and what 

the limitations of this data are. This is discussed in section 3.1. Section 3.2 explains how the 

capital stock of durable goods has been estimated. Finally, section 3.3 discusses how the out-

put and value added of the service flow of the durables has been estimated. 

3.1. Data availability 

The data used in this paper, with the exception of data for consumer durables and the capitali-

sation calculation, comes from the EU KLEMS project.15 Currently, the latest available year 

for EU KLEMS is 2005. However, our analysis stops at year 2004 since this is the latest year 

for which data on expenditure on consumer durables for Spain was available. The EU 

KLEMS consortium compiled the non-durable aggregated EA data by correcting national data 

for differences in purchasing power using the purchasing power parities (PPP)16 for gross 

output at detailed industry level in the year 1997. However, it should be noticed that the con-

cept of ICT includes only the ICT of other institutional sectors than the household sector. The 

ICT of the household sector is included in the concept of household durable goods. 

 

The EA aggregate is a simple aggregation of available EA Member States (EA-MS). How-

ever, the EU KLEMS database does not include data for all the EA-MS, i.e. Greece, Ireland, 

Cyprus, Luxembourg, Malta, Portugal and Slovenia do not have any data available in the da-

tabase. Since Slovenia is a member of the EA only since 2007, and Cyprus and Malta since 

                                                 
15   The EU KLEMS-database, version November 2007; Productivity in the European Union: A Comparative Industry Ap-
proach (EU KLEMS2003), see www.euklems.net. 
16   Developed by Timmer, Ypma and van Ark (2007). 
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2008, it is not necessary to include them in the analysis. Thus, Greece, Ireland and Luxem-

bourg are the only countries for which no data is available and they represent approximately 

five percent of the EA-GDP in 2006.17 Therefore, levels in this paper are underestimated by 

approximately five percent. 

 

The private consumption data is the so-called “Table 5 data” of the ESA 95 transmission pro-

gramme. This data is available for almost all of the MS. The detail of the data is the two-digit 

level of the COICOP classification.18 As discussed later this data is broken down in more de-

tail to estimate the share of durable goods. Unfortunately, more detailed data than 2-digit level 

data is not available from the international databases. The data is not PPP corrected and there-

fore, we had to perform the PPP correction ourselves. This has been explained in more details 

in the following sub-section. 

 

3.2. Stocks of consumer durables  
 
Private consumption can be divided into services and goods that can be classified durable, 

semi-durable or non-durable. Owing to the lack of detailed expenditure data on durables, we 

used the same annual shares of consumer durables in each two-digit COICOP consumption 

group as in our previous work (see table 1) and multiplied these shares with the national two-

digit current price consumption expenditure figures of the EA countries.19 The national data 

on consumer durables by type of asset was PPP-corrected using the results of Timmer, Ypma 

and van Ark (2007) for the year 1997 and assuming that the parities for gross output by type 

of activity are applicable for durables as well (see table 2 for the bridge table). To update the 

nominal parities for the other years the methodology of Timmer, O’Mahony and van Ark 

(2007) was adopted: 

 

(5) 

1997,,

1997,,

,,

1997,,

,,

,, * assetcountry

D
assetFR

D
yearassetFR

D
assetcountry

D
yearassetcountry

yearindustrycountry PPP

P
P

P
P

PPP =

, 

                                                 
17   See for instance Statistics Pocketbook, January 2008, European Central Bank. Additionally, Malta and Cyprus represent 
less than 1/10 of the EA-GDP and Slovenia around 0.4 percent of the EA-GDP. 
18   See: http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcst.asp?Cl=5. In order to stay as closely to official classifications as possible 
we use the COICOP classification to decide which goods are durable. 
19   Jalava and Kavonius (2007).  
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where PPP is purchasing power parity, D is consumer durable, P is the price index of con-

sumer durables and FR is France. 

 

Table 1. Depreciation rates by type of consumer durable  

Code asset type 
 share of asset 
type durable 

depreciation 
rate source 

C05.1 
Furn. and furnish., carpets and oth. 
floor cov.  95.3 % 0.1179 Fraumeni 1997 

C05.3 Household appliances  81.3 % 0.1500 Fraumeni 1997 
C05.5 Tools and eq. for house and garden  39.2 % 0.1650 Fraumeni 1997 
C06.1 Medical prod., appl. and eq.  35.9 % 0.2750 Fraumeni 1997 

C07.1 Purchase of vehicles  100.0 % 0.2720 
Jorgenson and Stiroh 

2000 
C08.1 Postal services  5.8 % 0.1833 Fraumeni 1997 

C09.1 
Audio-vis., photogr. and inform. 
proc. eq. 74.6 % 0.1833 Fraumeni 1997 

C09.2 Oth. major dur. for recr. and culture 96.3 % 0.1650 Fraumeni 1997 
C12.1 Personal care  2.8 % 0.1650 Fraumeni 1997 
C12.3 Personal effects n.e.c.  51.4 % 0.1500 Fraumeni 1997 

Source: Jalava and Kavonius (2007). 
 

 

Table 2. Bridge table for PPP parity used for type of consumer durable  

Code asset type Code Industry 

C05.1 
Furn. and furnish., carpets and oth. 
floor cov.  20 Wood and of wood and cork 

C05.3 Household appliances  31x 
Other electrical machinery and appara-

tus nec 
C05.5 Tools and eq. for house and garden  29 Machinery, nec 

C06.1 Medical prod., appl. and eq.  33 
Medical, precision and optical instru-

ments 
C07.1 Purchase of vehicles  34 Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
C08.1 Postal services  322 Telecommunication equipment 

C09.1 
Audio-vis., photogr. and inform. proc. 
eq. 323 Radio and television receivers 

C09.2 Oth. major dur. for recr. and culture 35 Other transport equipment 
C12.1 Personal care  31 Electrical machinery and apparatus, nec 
C12.3 Personal effects n.e.c.  31 Electrical machinery and apparatus, nec 

 

 

In making the EA volume indices of consumer durables by asset type the Törnqvist procedure 

of the EU KLEMS project was used (see Timmer, van Moergastel, Stuivenwold, Ypma, 

O'Mahony and Kangasniemi, 2007). The back series were made until year 1974. Having 

compiled the required consumer durable series in constant prices, we then applied the follow-

ing perpetual inventory equation to obtain year-end stocks of consumer durables: 
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(6) 
∑
∞

=
−− −=+−=

0
1 )1()1(

τ
τ

τ
tttt IdIdSCDSCD

, 
 

where SCD denotes stock of consumer durables, I is investment, d is the rate of depreciation 

and t is time. The symbol for the type of consumer durable has been left out for notational 

simplicity. The rates of depreciation used can be seen in table 1.  
 

3.3. Estimation of output and value added 

 
In this paper, consumer durables are treated in the same way as imputed rents in the national 

accounts. In principle, the logic of capitalising durable goods follows exactly the same logic 

as imputed rents. The SNA postulates that heads of households who own the dwellings that 

the households occupy are formally treated as owners of unincorporated enterprises that pro-

duce housing services consumed by those same households. As well-organised markets for 

rented housing exist in most countries, the output of own-account housing services can be 

valued using the prices of the same kinds of services sold on the market, in line with the gen-

eral valuation rules adopted for goods or services produced on one’s own account. In other 

words, the output of housing services produced by owner-occupiers is valued at the estimated 

rental that a tenant would pay for the same accommodation, taking into consideration factors 

such as location, neighbourhood amenities, and so forth, as well as the size and quality of the 

dwelling itself. The same figure is recorded under household final consumption expenditure.20 
 

The rental markets for durables are not necessarily as well organised as the rented housing 

market, and thus it is difficult to find prices for similar services. For this reason, the output of 

consumer durables is calculated using a user cost or rental price. This is defined as the rate of 

return plus depreciation, minus capital gain/loss plus an interaction term: 
 

(7) ),()1( ttttttt ddqpr ππ +−+= −  
 

where, r is the user cost, p designates the price index for new capital goods, q is the net rate of 

return, d is the rate of depreciation and π is the holding gain or loss, i.e. the change in prices 

from time t-1 to time t (Hall and Jorgenson 1967; Ho, Jorgenson and Stiroh 1999; Diewert, 

Harrison and Schreyer 2004). The subscript denoting asset type has been suppressed for 

                                                 
20   SNA93, paragraph 6.89. 
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economy of exposition. The annual price changes were smoothed using a Hodrick-Prescott 

(1997) filter.21 The net rate of return was calculated using the exogenous (external), ex-post 

method.22  

 

The weights of alternative rates of return for durable goods have been calculated from the an-

nual Monetary Union Financial Accounts (MUFA). Three different categories of assets have 

been used in the calculation: currencies and deposits, shares, and debt securities (including 

mutual funds). The returns of the currencies and deposits were calculated by using one-month 

Euribor (Euro Interbank Offered Rate). The returns of shares were calculated by using the 

Dow Jones Euro STOXX price index, and finally, the returns of debt securities were calcu-

lated by using the three-year EA Government benchmark bond yield. The rates of return were 

also smoothed using the same Hodrick-Prescott filter.  
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Figure 1: Observed and smoothed net rates of return, 1995-2004 

 

Since we are assuming no intermediate consumption, the final step needed to calculate the 

outputs23 is to multiply the user cost with the constant price average24 stock of consumer dur-

ables in the year in question: 
 

(8) ttt SCDrcpYCD = . 

                                                 
21   The smoothing parameter λ=6.25 was used. 
22   The same methodology was used in Jalava and Kavonius (2007). 
23   This output is on the use side of the total balance of supply and demand used as private consumption. 
24   Year t and t-1 average since the stock is the year-end situation and the other economic transactions are valued at the aver-
age prices of the year. 
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Equation (8) gave us the current price value of the services of consumer durables. For growth 

accounting purposes we also need it in volume terms. For a homogeneous asset type the vol-

ume change is the change in the volume of that asset's productive capital stock.25 In aggregat-

ing the separate consumer durable asset types we followed Jorgenson, Ho and Stiroh (2005) 

and used a Törnqvist aggregation procedure were the average year t and t-1 outputs by type of 

asset were used as weights. 

 

This paper assumes the value of the services of consumer durables to be equal to gross value 

added (GVA), i.e. it has been assumed that the service flows do not have any intermediate 

consumption. This is of course not fully true but most likely these flows are small. For in-

stance in the case of fridges or cars these costs would be reparation costs; these costs are by 

assumption not very high in relation to the actual output value.26 

4. Results 
 
Treating consumer durables as investments has a surprisingly large impact on the level of EA 

gross value added. The ratio of the output of consumer durables to unrevised GVA (both at 

current prices) varies between 6.45 and 9.64 per cent annually. On average it is 8.03 per cent 

in the years 1995-2004 (table 3). The GVA impact is lessening towards the end of the period 

since the output of consumer durables only stayed level although nominal GVA increased by 

a quarter in the decade we are observing. The impact of consumer durable assets on the EA 

capital stock cannot yet be estimated since the capital stocks underlying the capital service 

calculations have not been released in the EU KLEMS database. 

 

Table 3: Levels of (uncorrected) EA GVA and output of consumer durables in millions of PPP-

converted EUR, 1995-2004 

        Average 

  1995 2000 2004 
1995-
2004 

GVA at current basic prices 5,237,468 5,983,166 6,593,548   
Output of consumer durables 465,437 465,597 461,009   
Ratio* 8.89 7.78 6.99 8.03 
*=%         

Sources: www.euklems.net and own calculations. 
 

                                                 
25   OECD (2007). 
26   So, we have in fact capitalized the investments of household production.  
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According to the growth accounting results published by the EU KLEMS consortium in No-

vember 2007 the EA gross value added (GVA) grew in volume terms on average by 1.92 per 

cent annually in the years 1995-2004 (table 4). This growth stemmed nine-tenths from the 

combined effect of the inputs and the rest was attributed to multi-factor productivity (MFP) 

(equation 3). One third of economic growth came from labour services and almost sixty per 

cent from capital services (of which twenty percentage points was related to ICT capital ser-

vices). Capitalising durables does not radically alter our general perception of the proximate 

sources of EA economic growth. The relative contributions of the inputs and the residual re-

main similar. There are, however, important differences. Economic growth was actually faster 

than previously perceived (2.00 per cent annually and not 1.92). Furthermore, the capital ser-

vices of durable goods were one-tenth of economic growth. This naturally implies that the 

contributions of the other inputs were lower. 

 

Table 4: Growth of EA GVA and its components with and without capitalized durables, 1995-

2004 

    
EU 

KLEMS, 
EU 

KLEMS 

    Nov. 2007 
with dur-

ables 
    1995-2004 1995-2004 
Quantity of GVA*  1.92 2.00 
Capital services** 1.11 1.24 
  Durables - 0.21 
  ICT 0.39 0.36 
  Other 0.72 0.67 
Labour services** 0.63 0.58 
MFP**   0.18 0.18 
*=ln-%       
**=ln-
%points       

Sources: www.euklems.net and own calculations. May not sum to totals due to averages and rounding. 
 

Another way of looking at economic growth is to decompose it into the impacts of labour in-

put and labour productivity (table 5). Hours worked increased in the observation period at the 

brisk rate of 0.79 per cent per annum. The new treatment of consumer durables boosted eco-

nomic growth by 0.08 percentage points annually and labour productivity growth by 0.07 per-

centage points. Using equation 4 we found that of the new labour productivity growth esti-

mate of 1.20 per cent annually as much as 0.15 percentage points, or one-eighth, was attrib-

uted to the share weighted increase of durable good capital services per hour worked by our 

calculations. One-sixth of labour productivity growth stemmed from ICT capital deepening. 
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Again, the contributions of the other inputs turned out to be lower than earlier thought. The 

residual remained unchanged. 

 

Table 5: Growth of EA labour productivity and its components with and without capitalized 

durables, 1995-2004 

    
EU 

KLEMS, 
EU 

KLEMS 

    Nov. 2007 
with dur-

ables 
    1995-2004 1995-2004 
Quantity of GVA*  1.92 2.00 
Hours worked* 0.79 0.79 
Labour productivity* 1.13 1.20 
Capital deepening** 0.83 0.92 
  Durables - 0.15 
  ICT 0.36 0.33 
  Other 0.47 0.44 
Labour quality** 0.11 0.10 
MFP**   0.18 0.18 
*=ln-%       
**=ln-
%points       

Sources: www.euklems.net and own calculations. May not sum to totals due to averages and rounding. 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
The purpose of this paper was to estimate the effects of ICT and durable goods, when they are 

treated as investments, on EA GDP and productivity growth. The increasing use of technol-

ogy and the breakthrough of home/entertainment technology in the past few decades empha-

sises the importance of this kind of analysis. Capitalising consumer durables has a surpris-

ingly large impact on the level of EA economic growth. In relation to unrevised GVA the 

share is around 8 per cent on average in the years 1995-2004.  

 

The results of this paper also show that the new treatment of consumer durables increases an-

nual GVA growth by 0.08 percentage points and labour productivity growth by 0.07 percent-

age points as the new growth of GVA is two and labour productivity growth is 1.2 per cent. 

Furthermore, our growth accounting computations demonstrated that the capital services of 

durables contributed one-tenth of economic growth and one-eight of labour productivity 

growth. It was no surprise that ICT's impacts were larger, i.e., one-fifth of GVA growth and 

one-sixth of labour productivity growth. 
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In conclusion we return to the question posed in the title of our paper: Are ICT and durables 

the drivers of EA productivity growth? The answer is yes; the combined contribution of ICT 

and durable capital deepening is the most important component of EA labour productivity 

growth. The role of other capital deepening is nearly as big. However, previously we thought 

that the deepening of other capital carried by far the largest contribution. 

 

As the outcome of this paper is that the alternative treatment of durable goods as well ICT has 

a considerable effect on economic growth and productivity, it is not difficult to find a policy 

recommendation or justification for this paper. This paper emphasises that in fiscal as well as 

monetary policy decision-making a broader view is needed in order to scrutinise economic 

growth and its sources. The alternative or additional measures of GDP and its decomposition 

as presented in this paper help better to understand the proximate sources of economic 

growth. 
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